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The Faunal Richness of Headwater Streams. Pro ress Re ort. Jul - December 1992.
1. TECHNICAL PROGRESS
	
1.1 Oblectives

The complete work programme for this study comprises four stages and is scheduled
for the total period 1st October 1990 to 31st January 1995. Stage 1 is complete
and has been fully documented in previous reports. This report summarises the
progress made so far in meeting the objectives of Stage 2.
The overall and specific objectives of each stage are detailed in the Project
Investment Appraisal (PIA) which is Schedule 2 of the Memorandum of Agreement for
Research Contract (ref:54015000) between the National Rivers Authority (NRA) and
the Institute of Freshwater Ecology (IFE).
	
1.2 WorkProgramme
Stage 2 has involved a field-based study of the contribution of individual streams
to the total faunal richness of a set of selected catchments. The streams sampled
have been chosen, as far as possible, to be of good environmental quality. The
work programme is as follows:
1.2.1 Macro-invertebrate Data
. Finalise the choice of sampling sites in consultation with the project
leader.
Undertake field sampling and laboratory processing of samples collected from
headwater sites in each of three seasons (spring, summer and autumn) of
a single year.
. Identify all taxa to the best achievable level (normally species).
. Identify taxa from other appropriate headwater samples, such as those
collected during the 1990 NRA River Quality Survey and the DoE-sponsored
Countryside Surveys of 1988 and 1990.
1.2.2 Environmental Data
. Derive environmental data required for RIVPACS by field measurement or from
cartographic sources. The latter should also be used to derive other
topographical, geological, soil type and geographical information relevant to
the project.
. In addition other habitat features or management practices which might
explain the presence or absence of species should be noted.
1.2.3 Land Use
Carry out ground surveys of land-use in the 1km squares containing the sample
sites.
Utilize available satellite imagery of the whole study catchment to place the
study sites in context.
Undertake an assessment of current and historical farming/land-use practices
from a variety of sources such as maps, parish records, planning records,
aerial photography, MAFF Annual Agricultural Censuses and Farm Business
Surveys.
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1.2.4 Reporting
Produce progress reports as required.
Produce a draft main report by 1st February 1993 and a final main report,
as an NRA Note, by 31st March 1993.
The following text is sectioned in accordance with Schedule 1 of the research
contract and outlines the progress made in meeting the scientific objectives
within the prescribed project budget.
1.3 Pro ress Achieved
1.3.1 Headwater Sites - Biological.
Sampling for aquatic macro-invertebrates has been successfully completed.
1.3.2 Headwater Sites - Environmental
Standard, field-measured physical data were collected from each site at the time
of biological sampling, including spring 1992 data for Cam replacement sites.
Stream order, hydrometric area, distance from source and annual mean discharge
category of each site have been aquired from maps.
Soil types in each of the site catchments have been freely supplied by Soil Survey
and Land Research Centre. Data are on a presence absence basis.
The correct grid reference for the Great Wacton site is SO 623 572 and not as
listed in previous progress reports.
1.3.3 Headwater Sites - Land-use
Land-use ground-truth surveys of all headwater sub-catchments, except two
replacement sites on the River Cam were undertaken in summer 1991.
For each of the upper catchment sites interpreted satellite imagery data on
catchment land cover in 1990 has been aquired from for the Institute of
Terrestrial Ecology (ITE) at Monks' Wood.
The data set provides information on the area Of cover of 25 distinct land cover
categories..These categories may be aggregated into broader cover types or, in
some cases, disaggregated into more precise types. Disaggregation would be at cost
from ITE but aggregation can be achieved by IFE from the data supplied.
Information on the Cam, Derwent and Stour are summarised at the 1km square level
as relative areas occupied by each of the 25 cover types. As a test set, aquired
to assess the information gain, data from the Lugg is held at individual pixel
level. In this case the position of each cover type, relative to the watercourse,
can therefore be accessed.
1.3.4 Lower Catchment Sites - Biological
The lower catchment samples processed in this phase of the study are listed in
Appendix 1.
During autumn 1992 IFE collected samples from the Stour at Walford Mill and Syles
Farm to supplement spring and summer samples supplied by Wessex NRA from 1991.
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1.3.5 Lower Catchment Sites - Environmental
All target information has been aquired.
1.3.6 Lower Catchment Sites - Land-use
No further .progress has been made in this area beyond that detailed in the
previous progress report.
Interpreted satellite imagery data for all lower catchment sites have also been
obtained from ITE.
As in the case of upper catchment sites, the Lugg data are held at individual
pixel level whereas data for the three other river systems are 1km square summary
data.
1.3.8 Land use - general
ITE have also supplied 1km square summary data for the whole of each of the four
study catchments.
An appreciation of current and historical data available on land cover and
land-use change in the Stour catchment has been obtained from local archived
sources (Appendix 2). These included the Dorset County Records Office and County
Library, Dorchester Museum and English Nature.
1.3.8 General and administrative
The Project Leader and Manager have liaised, as necessary, throughout the
reporting period.
As a result of discussions held during a project progress meeting of 16th june
1992 a request for additional NRA funding has been jointly drawn up by the Project
Leader and Manager. The funding would be used to meet the additional land-use
field survey load resultant from increasing the coverage of study sites through
decreasing the seasonal frequency of biological sampling.
A joint research proposal from IFE and SSLRC has been submitted to NRA for
consideration. The proposed study, entitled "Soil characteristics, agricultural
risk assessment and biological response in headwater catchments", is based on the
four study catchments of the current headwaters research programme and is 'designed
to integrate with and complement the current work.
The objectives of the proposed study are to
determine soil characteristics of selected river catchments
map agricultural risk assessment for those catchments
relate soils types and measured discharges of water and sediment to changes
in biological stream quality
develop risk response models of potential for bological change
It is proposed that the most detailed field programme is undertaken in the Stour
catchment, with more generalised studies in the other three river systems.
These submissions, together with the general strategy to be adopted for stage 3 of
the project, were the subject of discussions,at a progress meeting between the
Project Leader and Manager was held at Reading on 10th December 1992. The meeting
was also attended by other interested parties within NRA.
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12. INTERIM RESULTS
2.1 Biological

2.1.1 Headwaters
All samples collected from headwaters by IFE have been fully identified to the
best achievable level (normally species). This includes all Sphaeriidae,
Oligochaeta and Chironomidae.
Data have been computer-logged and verified for accuracy.
2.1.2 Lower Catchment Sites
Sorting and identification of samples is completed. Identification is to the same
level as upper catchment sites except for Oligochaeta and Chironomidae which have
not been identified further.
Data have been computer-logged and await verification.
2.1.3 Countryside Survey Sites
All of the 160 samples collected in 1988 and the 361 collected in 1990 have been
fully identified to species.
All data have been computer-logged and verified.
2.2 Environmental
2.2.1 Headwaters
All seasonal sample registers have been *compiled, transferred to computer and.
verified.
Further chemical sampling has been attempted at all sites for which fewer than two
samples had been previously collected. The determinands sampled for were total
alkalinity (mg 1-1 CaCO3) and nitrate (mg 1-1 N0a).
The only outstanding results are for the autumn at the Lower Lye site on the River
Lugg system. Arrangements are in hand for the Welsh NRA to supply these data.
2.2.2 Lower Catchment Sites
Compilation of sample registers is complete.
Environmental data files have been compiled on computer and are being validated.
2.2.3 Countryside Survey Sites
Full sample registers have been compiled, as presented in the previous report.
Collation of environmental data-sets is complete. No chemical data are available
for these sites.
2.3 Land use

2.3.1 Headwaters
The land-use survey dates were given in the previous progress report.
Land-use survey data has been digitised using the software package "CLIMATE"
devised by Michael Jones of Dart Computing, Devon.
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Digitisation includes the catchment boundary and the individual boundaries of all
- parcels- of land within that boundary, as recognised by field surveyors.
All parcels have been allocated to a major land cover/use type. The area of each
parcel has been calculated and the individual parcel areas and total catchment
areas of each land cover/use determined.
River corridor survey data have computer-logged and await verification and
mathematical summarisation to convert individual corridor-section data to a total
sub-catchment quantification.
No analysis of the land cover data supplied by FEE has yet been attempted.
2.3.2 Lower Catchment Sites
No analysis of the land cover data supplied by ITE has yet been attempted.
2.3.3 Countryside Survey Sites
No data collation or analysis has yet been carried out for these sites. The
relevant data have been requested of FIE and supply is expected soon.
2.3.4 General and Administrative
Details of the documentary information identified as being of relevance to land
cover and land use change in the Stour catchment are provided in appendix 2.
Results have yet to be supplied to those landowners who requested feedback of data
collected on their property.
	
3. WORK PROGRAMME FOR THE NEXT REPORTING PERIOD
The period considered here is from 1st January 1993 until 31st March 1993.
3.1 Biolo ical and Environmental Sam lin of Headwater Sites
Biological files will be verified for accuracy.
All environmental files will be compiled and validated.
Stage 3 site selection will be made in consultation with NRA staff.
Stage 2 data will be analysed to meet the terms of the contract.
Lists of landowners' requests for data feedback will be completed and the
results supplied to them.
	
3.2 Lower Catchment Sites
Biological files will be verified for accutacy.
All environmental files will be compiled and validated.
Stage 2 data will be analysed to meet the terms of the contract.
3.3 Countr side Surve Sites
Environmental data files will be verified.
Data will be analysed to meet the terms of the contract.
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3.4 Land-use
Analyses of the river corridor data will begin.
Investigation of sources of archived/published land-use data for the study
catchments will be undertaken for the Cam, Derwent and Lugg.
Interpretation of the ITE satellite imagery data will be undertaken.
All available data will be analysed to meet the terms of the contract.
Landowners' requests for data feedback will be met.
3.5 Analyses
A provisional list of proposed tabulations and analyses for inclusion in the Stage
2 report and NRA Note are presented, for discussion purposes, in Appendix 3.
COST OF WORK DURING THE REPORTING PERIOD
The total cost of the work undertaken during the reporting period is likely to be
in line with the Memorandum of Agreement.
Detailed costings will be made available to the NRA, via the IFE Finance Officer
as soon as possible.
ESTIMATE OF TOTAL COST OF WORKS
With the exception of the request for additional funding for additional land-use
surveys, (see section 1.3.8), estimated inflation-linked costs of the works under
the other categories of expenditure remain as listed in Section 10 of the PIA and
Schedule 8 of the project contract.
ESTIMATE OF COSTS FOR THE NEXT REPORTING PERIOD
Costs for the next reporting period are expected to be in line with the
anticipated cost-base adjusted budget.
FACTORS LIKELY TO AFFECT THE SATIFACTORY COMPLETION OF THE WORK
The work is perceived to be approximately .six weeks behind schedule. This is
likely to result in a four week delay in the production of the NRA Note on this
stage of the study.
The reasons for the delay are the conflicting demands of other on-going
commissioned projects on staff time in general and, in the case of senior IFE
project members, the time required for the production of research proposals for
the financial year 1993-4.
It is not envisaged that this delay will affect'the schedule for Stage 3 nor the
timing of the completion of the project.
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APPENDIX 1 Lower catchment sampling locations & dates.
RIVERCAM
WHADDON BROOK MIADDON (TL 539 465) 30 APR 1991 18 JUL 1991 11NOV 1991
BLACK PEAK SPRING STREAM MELDRETH (TL 383 474) 14 MAY 1991 18 JUL 1991 11NOV 1991
SWAFFAM BULBECK LODE COMMERCIAL END (TL 554 635) 15 MAY 1991 08 JUL 1991 16 OCT 1991
HILL RIVER WENDY (TL 321 475) 30 APR 1991 23 JUL 1991 11 NOV 1991
RIVER GRANTA HILDERSHAM (TL 545 485) 07 MAY 1991 26 JUN 1991 15 OCT 1991
BOURN BROOK CANTELUPE FARM (TL 432 547) 14 MAY 1991 26 JUN 1991 15 OCT 1991
REACH LODE UPWARE LOCK (TL 537 698) 13 MAY 1991 04 JUN 1991 16 OCT 1991
RIVER RHEE WIMPOLE LODGE (TL 334 485) 30 APR 1991 18 JUL 1991 11NOV 1991
RIVER RHEE MARSTON (TL 417 511) 30 APR 1991 22 JUL 1991 11 NOV 1991
RIVER CAM HAUXTON MILL (TL 432 527) 07 MAY 1991 23 JUL 1991 13 NOV 1991


RIVER CAM ANSTEY MALL (TL 438 549) 14 MAY 1991 26 JUL 1991 15 OCT 1991
RIVER CAM DIMMOCK'S COTE (TL 537 723) 13 MAY 1991 06 JUN 1991 16 OCT 1991
R DERWENT







SCAmPSTON BECK SCAMPSTON (SE 668 757) 02 MAY 1991 05 AUG 1991 23 OCT 1991
WHISPERDALES BECK LOW DALES (SE 958 922) 02 MAY 1991 05 AUG 1991 23 OCT 1991
HODGE BECK HOLD CAULDRON (SE 668 869) 24 MAY 1991 05 AUG 1991 23 OCT 1991
HOLBECK HOVINGHAM CARRS (SE 669 773) 02 MAY 1991 15 AUG 1991 23 OCT 1991
SAILS BECK ALLERTHORPE COMMON (SE 743 476) 02 MAY 1991 16 AUG 1991 19 NOV 1991
PICKERING BECK LEVISHAM (SE 816 911) 18 APR 1991 15 AUG 1991 23 OCT 1991
RIVER SEPH LASKILL (SE 563 907) 24 APR 1991 05 AUG 1991 23 OCT 1991
MENETHORPE BECK MENETHORPE (SE 766 676) 02 MAY 1991 05 AUG 1991 23 OCT 1991
SPITTLE BECK BRAISTHWAITE BRIDGE (SE 727 624) 23 APR 1991 05 AUG 1991 23 OCT 1991
RIVER RYE NUNNINGTON (SE 664 794) 02 MAY 1991 02 AUG 1991 23 OCT 1991
RIVERLuGG







BACK BROOK KINGTON (50 303 570) 03 APR 1991 29 JUL 1991 22 OCT 1991
CURL BROOK PEMBRIDGE (50 390 585) 03 APR 1991 29 JUL 1991 22 OCT 1951
HAIN DITCH LEOMINSTER (50 501 597) 03 APR 1991 29 JUL 1991 22 OCT.1991
RIVER LODON STOKE LACY (SO 619 494) 04 APR 1991 30 JUL 1991 23 OCT 1991
HACKLEY BROOK NOAKES BRIDGE (50 634 548) 04 APR 1991 30 JUL 1991 23 OCT 1991
TEDSTONE BROOK BROMYARD (50 657 551) 04 APR 1991 30 JUL 1991 23 OCT 1991
HINDWELL BROOK COMBE (SO 345 635) 03 APR 1991 29 JUL 1991 22 OCT 1991
RIVER FROME YARKHILL (50 614 427) 04 APR 1991 30 JUL 1991 23 OCT 1991
RIVER LUGG MORDIFORD (SO 570 375) .19 APR 1991 31 JUL 1991 24 OCT 1991
RIVER STOUR







SHREEN WATER COLESBROOK (ST 807 278) 13 MAY 1991 12 AUG 1991 18 NOV 1991
FONTMELL BROOK FONTMELL PARVA (ST 825 147) 18 MAR 1991 20 JUN 1991 19 SEP 1991
RIVER ALLEN WALFORD MILL (SU 010 006) 06 MAR 1991 27 JUN 1991 18 SEP 1992
RIVER CALE SYLES FARM (ST 759 199) 02 MAY 1991 31 JUL 1991 18 SEP 1992
RIVER STOUR TRILL BRIDGE (ST 790 205) 13 MAY 1991 12 AUG 1991 18 NOV 1991
CAUNDLE BROOK WARR BRIDGE (ST 733 143) 27 MAR 1991 17 JUL 1991 07 OCT 1991
RIVER STOUR PLECK (ST 765 176) 05 APR 1991 30 JUL 1991 07 OCT 1991
RIVER LYDDEN BAGBER BRIDGE (ST 765 157) 04 APR 1991 04 JUL 1991 17 OCT 1991
RIVER STOUR SPETISBURY (ST 919 020) 25 MAR 1991 26 JUN 1991 09 OCT 1991
APPENDIX 2. Documentary information relevant to land cover and land-
use change in the River Stour catchment
There are three main sources of information regarding changing land use in the catchment
area of the River Stour in Dorset. These are the County Record Office of the Dorset County
Archives Service, Dorset County Library, and Dorset County Museum. Information
concerning changes in agricultural, industrial and residential use in the period extending from
the mid 19th century to the present was sought in the form of maps, photographs, surveys and
other documents.
COUNTY RECORD OFFICE
The catalogue room houses three simple indexes arranged by place name, personal name and
subject. From these reference can be made to more detailed catalogues describing individual
collections and the items within them. These include parish and non-conformist records,
official records (Quarter Sessions, boroughs, schools etc), privately created records (family
estate, business, solicitors etc), microfilm and other material.
General - the whole county
Ordnance Survey maps 6" to the mile published 1862 - 1889
Ordnance Survey maps 25" to the mile published 1900 - 1901
SUBJECT
BW ADR Public Utilities
Avon and Dorset River Authority
Hampshire Rivers Fishery District
A1/1 Minute Book General Purposes Committee, Avon and Stour sub-committee 1907-1942
A1/2 Minute book 1 volume 1931-1950
D Avon and Stour Catchment Board
DI Minutes
D1/1 Minute book 1 volume 1931 - 1932
DI/2 Minute book I volume 1932 - 1934
D1/3 1934 - 1937
D1/4 1937 - 1943
DI/5 1944 - 1946
D1/6 1947 - 1950
D2 Maps


D2/1 Avon and Stour Catchment Area n.d. (post 1930)
D3 Riparian owners
D3/1 Schedule of riparian owners n.d. @re 1950)
E Avon and Dorset River Board (from November 1964 Avon and Dorset River Authority)
E1/1 - E1/24 Minutes from 1950 - 1974
E2/1 - E2/15 Annotated minutes 1950 - 1964
E3/1 - E3/2 Reports 1958 and 1972
E4/I - E4/22 Annual reports 1951 - 1973
E5 Mortgage registers (1936 - 1949 Avon and Stour Catchment Board)
E5/1 1936 - 1963
E5/2 1963 - 1973
E7 Seal registers
E8 Maps
E8/1 Avon and Dorset River Board area showing main rivers and board area boundary 1951
E8/4 Lower Avon Internal Drainage District part 2. Ringwood and Christchurch areas 1962
E9 Statutes, orders and byelaws
E9/1 Avon and Dorset River Board land drainage byelaw 1955
Rivers 

D148/27/46
Sewers Commissioners papers in case concerning cleaning of River Cale (Buckthorn Weston
to Stalbridge) 1793 - 1820
D1/1412 bc
Two maps of River Stour and Crawford Bridge to Corfe Mullen Mill, showing reed beds and
riparian owners etc., undated (c.1804)
BW/3
Trial well at "Anchor Mead" near Walford Bridge, Wimborne, sunk by Wimborne
Waterworks Co. on property of Mrs V. Gaillard. Later becomes pumping station for the
company. 5 November 1887.
BW/3
Sinking of artesian well near Walford Bridge, Wimborne by Wimborne Waterworks Company
1189.
D/WIM/1335
Minutes of evidence in dispute concerning new weir at Canford Magna and paper mill at
Wimborne, 1827.
Agriculture
Ph674 "An account of the husbandry used in some parts of Dorsetshire" between Shaftesbury
and Blandford 1665.
D/WIM 3I8a&b Acreage and crops at Canford Farm at Newtown; plan of experiments with
turnip crops at Manor Farm, Canford Magna, undated (mid 19th c.).
Photocopy 593
Parish summaries of agricultural census returns, 1961 - 1971. (Not complete; see index in
box with copies).
Forestry 

D1/11,015 Copy, map of Gillingham Forest (1642)
DI/LS 29 Notes concerning consequences of disafforestation of Gillingham Forest c 1630
PLACES
Examples:
Bourton

Deeds to properties, land factories.
D685/1 Sheephouse, close of pasture (1.5 acres), 12 acres of pasture, Forteyes close. 1662,
1679.
D6511F3 Queen (or Green) Oak Mead (2 acres), Queen Oak Close (2 acres) with dwelling
house on it 1748 - 1830.
D651/TI0 Under room, factory, flax shop, engine house, workshops, counting house,
Yarnbarton and Pond. Millpond 1851 (with plan).
D559/13 Map and copy, flax mills, Iron foundry and Grist mills at Bourton, prop. Oliver
Maggs, 1857.
Buckland Newton
Deeds to land and properties (including water mill eg D/FFO and D47) field names, 17th
century onwards.
Estate Surveys (eg Aylmer estate 1771 D/FFO/27/92)
Inclosure 1835 (Aylmer D/FFO/27/9).
D/FRA/E68 Book of memoranda by James Frapton I concerning his estates in Affpuddle etc
with a list of events including building, making plantations, roads, bridges, inclosure,
improvements....1732 -1778.
D/FFO/3717 Agreement for inclosing common fields 1699.
D1/ND7 Extract from inclosure award 1734.
Maps of estates and farms.
D1/LX4 Map (probably tithe) (copy) 1840.
Inclosure and tithe maps.
Sale particulars of farms and estates, for example:
D/COO:J 37-42, 170; 181, 182 including Beaulieu Wood Estate, Henley Farm, Chaston Farm,
Brockhampton Farm, Middlemarsh Estate, Clinger Estate 1903 - 1934.
D10315Transcript of survey of lands in Buckland and Cattistock undated.
D/BLX Survey of lands and Tenements at Duntish belonging to Sir George Trenchard, 1616.
T/BCN Tithe map 1840, tithe apportionment 1841.
Buckhorn Weston
D/PLR:T5-8 Deeds to lands 1575.
D465/1 Inclosure maps 1804, 1805.
D559/17B Map of estate in Buckhorn Weston 1875.
T/BCW Tithe map.
D/FFO/38/49 Sale particulars and plan of agricultural estate 1919.
D484/3 OS 25 inch 1st ed. Dorset sheets III, 5,6,9,10,13,14.
D6221E8 Sale particulars of grazing land etc with plan 1904.
D/FFO/38/50 Similar 1914.
D/FFO/38/49 Similar 1919.
RECORD OFFICE NOTES (RON)
RON 4/1 Dorset Farming
2. The Probate Inventories of Dorset Farmers 1573 - 1670 by J.H. Bettey and D.S. Wilde
from "The Local Historian" Vol 12 no. 5 1977.
6. Dorset portion of "The Present State of Land in Highland and Grazing Districts in Great
Britain", showing the principal customs and methods under which sheep farms are now held
and managed in several counties, by I. Kennedy and J.B. Grainger, London 1829.
9. The Farms of Dorset. An aonotnic Classification of the 5,265 Agricultural Holdings in
the County. University of Bristol, Dept of Economics. Report no. 104 April 1958.
RON 4/4 Dairy Fanning
1. The Dorset Dairy System by Pamela Horn. Offprint from the Agricultural History Review
Vol 26 Part II 1978.
RON 4/8 Water Meadows

1. The Development of Water Meadows in Dorset during the 17th century by J.H. Bettey
from the Agricultural History Review, vol 25, part I, pp37-43.
RON 4/13 Wood
la,b Inventory of Ancient Woodlands,Dorset (provisional draft J.W. Spencer. 2 pieces Sept
1985.
RON 8 Inclosure

Inclosures in the Eighteenth Century by R.A.C. Parker, Pub. Historical Association 1960.
An act for Inclosing Lands n the Parish of Stalbridge in the County of Dorset 51 Geo III
1811.
RON 19/3 Watemtills

I. Dorset Watermills by Joseph Addison 1962 - 1972.
2. The Windmills, Watermills and Horsemills of Dorset, by H.S.L. Dewar 1959.
RON 19/17 Gas and Water

1. A brief history of the water supply of Shaftesbury, Dorset by F. Howarth and JA Young.
Shaftesbury and District Historical Society Pub No.4, 1974.
Observations Along Wessex Water Reinforcing Main: Maenhu11to Kington Magna, Apr -
Oct 1985 by MS Ross. Offprinted from the Proc. of the DNHAS Vol 108 for 1986.
The Museum of Water Supply, Sutton Poyntz. Official opening Tues 5 Sept 1989.
RON 31 Landsca e and to oara h
The Manors of Iwerne Valley. A study of early county planning. Charles D. Drew. Ext
from Proc Bournemouth Nat Sci Soc, Vol XXVII 1947 (Ron 2/2/1/Iwerne Valley 1947).
The South-East Dorset Urban Frinae Project 1990.
DORSET COUNTY LIBRARY
DORSET COLLECTION
Aericulture and rural conditions
Farm organisation in Dorset: an economic classification of the farms in three rural districts
of North Dorset by J.A. Langley, H.W.B. Luxton, and S.T. Morris. University of Bristol
1955. (Dairy Research Studies 1953-55 part 1). D:338.631.
Barley production in SW England. Bristol University, Dept. Economics. Newton Abbot,
Bristol University 1959.
Costs and returns of wheat growing in three areas of SW England 1953. Bristol University,
Dept Economics. Report No.82 1955.
Various Bristol University reports on fodder crops, milk production, farm organisation, pig
production, and wheat production.
Various Exeter University reports on similar subjects to above.
General view of the agriculture of the county of Dorset. .John Claridge. London: Smith 1793.
Articles on pig breeders and horn sheep breeders and flocks.
The progress of enclosures in the County of Dorset in the 18th and part of the 19th centuries.
Endacott, GB, 1938. (Facsimile. Unpub. thesis).
Barley Beef in the South West 1965-66 by E. Burnside and D.A. Crighton. Exeter
University, Dept of Agricultural Economics. Newton Abbot: Exeter University, 1967
(Farmers Rep No3).
Dairy Farming in Dorset by V.H. Beynon and E.T. Davies, Exeter University, Department of
Agricultural Economics. Newton Abbot: Exeter University, 1970 (Farmers Report No 181).
The Dorset Farm Survey 1969 by S.T. Morris and E.T. Davies, Exeter University, Dept of
Agricultural Economics. Exeter:Exeter University, 1970. Part I, Summary Pt II tables.
(farmers Report No. 177).
Notes on the management, manoeuvring and composition of some Dorset soils by Reading
University and Dorset County Council 1931.
Report on the soils of Dorset, with suggestions on manuring, cultivation etc by J. Percival,
Reading University and Dorset County Council 1906.
Farming of Dorsetshire by Louis H Ruegg.. Facsimile extract from the Journal of the Royal
Agricultural Society Vol 15 Part II no. XXXIV 1854 pp389-454.
General View of the Agriculture of the County of Dorset, with observations on the means of
its improvement by William Stevenson. Sherwood: Neely and Jones, 1815.
Aspects of the agricultural geography of Dorset by L.E. Tavener. London University PhD
thesis 1952.
The land of Britain: Dorset by L.E. Tavener. Land Utilisation Survey Part 88 1940.
Land classification in Dorset: a study of land classification with specific reference to
agricultural distributions in Dorset. L.E. Tavener. Philip 1937.
County Council small-holdings in Dorset and Hampshire by Edgar Thomas HMSO 1937.
(Reprint from the Journal of the Ministry of Agriculture 1937).
Grassland Dairying in the Blackmore Vale by Edgar Thomas and F.H. Villiers. (Reprint from
the Journal of the British Dairy Farmers Association Vol XLIX).
Report on the country town industries of South West England by Trevor Thomas and
Katherine S Woods. Oxford: Agricultural Economics Research Unit 1958.
Indus - manufacturin
Employers in manufacturing industries in Dorset employing more than 20 persons 1960,
amended 1962.
The historical geography of the West Country woollen industry. R.H. Kinvig. Facs. extract
from Geographical Teacher Vol 8 1915-16 pp243-254, 290-306.
Plannin and develo ment
The economic and industrial development of the South West 1965. Associated Industrial
Consultants Ltd. 2 vols. Bournemouth Bounty Borough Council Land use and transportation
study of Dorset 1967.
Dorset County development plan. Dorset County Council, Dorchester 1952.
Gillingham study, joint report by Dorset County Council and Greater London Council.
Dorchester: DCC 1965.
County Development Plan, written statement 1955. Dorset County Council Planning
Department. Dorchester:DCC 1970.
Report on a study of Dorset Villages in the vicinity of Yeovil and Sherborne. Dorchester:
The Council 1966.
A region with a future: a draft strategy for the South West. South West Economic Planning
Council. HMSO 1967.
Report on the census of distribution and other services 1961. Board of Trade and Industry.
HMSO 1964.
Land available for residential development: March 1979. Dorset Planning Officers Panel.
Dorchester:DCC March 1980 (D:711.58; 0852162375).
Land for residential development, March 1980. DCC August 1980. (0852162545).
Land for residential development, March 1981. (D711.58; 0852162847).
Land for residential development, March 1982. (0852163134).
Land for residential development, March 1983. (0852163274).
Land for residential development, March 1984. (0852163509).
Land for industrial development, March 1981. Dorset Planning Officers' Panel.
Dorchester:DCC Oct 1981.(D.711.554; 0852162936).
Land for industrial development, Sept 1983. Dorchester, the Panel, 1984. (D.711.554;
08521683x).
Land for industrial development, Sept 1984. DCC 1985. (0852163657).
Public utilities 

Dorset laws, statutes etc regarding water supply.
A brief history of the water supply of Shaftesbury, Dorset by F. Howarth and J.A. Young.
West Wiltshire Water Board, 1972 Pub no 4.
Rivers 

The Dorset Stour, notes and illustrations. G.D. Johnston 1911-12.
The Dorset Stour by Owen Wentworth. Peterborough: Angling Times, 1961 (Famous Fishing
Rivers Series).
Mans 

Photocopy of list of maps held by the library is attached.
INDEX TO THE PROCEEDINGS OF THE DORSET NATURAL HISTORY AND
ARCHAEOLOGICAL SOCIETY Volumes 1-110 1876-1988.
Aericulture
Arable crops, changes in distribution 1900-1950. 75, 94-101.
Classification on a parish basis, the inadequacy of regional divisions. 102, 15-18.
Dorset farming 1900-1950. 75, 91-114.
Early field systems and field names. 89, 233-256.
Enclosures 1540-1640, tenures, wages, crops. 92, 224-227.
Farming
by regions 1800-1854. 102, 7-13.
in the Blackmore Vale 1800-1854. 102, 9.
systems 1500-1900. 73, 116-140.
Land use classification. 75, 112.
Livestock, changes and distribution 1900-1950. 75, 101-111.
Mid 20th century crops and livestock distribution. 83, 130-137.
Water meadows, use and management. 89, 257-281. •
Chalk upland farming 1800-1854, wheat and sheep. 102, 9- 11.
DORSET COUNTY MUSEUM
Full set of the Dorset Natural History and Archaeological Society Proceedings.
First edition Ordnance Survey 6 inch to mile maps for county.
Aerial photographic survey prints from 1945-47 and from 1974 with cross-
referenced marked maps.
Photographs sorted according to parish of landscape and buildings.
Box files of literature arranged according to subject, eg. rivers, and villages, eg.
Bourton.
ENGLISH NATURE (NCC Slepe Farm)
Land utilisation survey maps covering the county for last 50 years.
SECTION 22: MAPS, CHARTS AND STREET PLANS
A. REGIONAL MAPS
This Section includes regional maps covering Dorset, together with historical maps of the whole
of Britain.
A CONTOUR road book of England: a series of elevation plans of the roads, with
measurements and descriptive letterpress. London: Gale and Inglis, 1913.
Also contains Contours road hook of Scotland.
DUNLOP 'Width of road' map - South West England. n.d. (Under Geographia).
ENVIRONMENT, Depttrtment of. SOUTH-WEST OFFICE. South West Regional atlas.
Department of Environment, 1971 and additional supplementary maps as issued,
GEOGRAPHIA. Geographia two miles to one inch mop of England and Wales (in 19 sheets). R
Sheet No. 17: Do:set and Somerset, n.d. (Scitle 2m: I inch). Geographia Ltd.
GEOGRAPH1A. New inap of East Devon and Wesse:... Ceographia Ltd. 193-. Map
No. 65.
ORDNANCE SURVEY...a rp o. 01-11,1111ru the dark ages: south shee;_ Ordnance survey
1935.
ORDNANCE SURVEY. Mop of Soiithern Britain in the iron Aoc, scale 1:625,000 (10
miles: I inch) Clieszington: Ordnance Survey, lob?.
PHILIP. George and Son hid Shell touring mop. 1 Soot:: -Weot iThoilati. Scale ill miles: R
1 inch. Phil .,:td Son 1.0, :Mtn. No.
DORSET MAPS
This Section includes all Dors cucal sealtence k less of ado o
:ANDERSON, Tom. ParlYock a pan of the coost from Kimmeridge to Anvil Point,
1962. Drawn from Ordnance Survey m:m SY 97. I:up No. 906.
ARCHER, J. Dorsetshire. London, 16.12. Scale lj inchos: 10 miles. Map No. 455.
See also DUGDALE.
BACON, G VV. Dersetsldre reduced from :he Ordnance 5urte:mcc cd nt.) 5 mile
squares. Baccm, to 72. / rotating No. Derset 11/.
BACON, G W. Dorset chire revised throughout by We new Ordnance Suroey. iThcon's
Geogrnphical EsiThlishnteolt, / rtini-iing No.
BACON, G W and Co L:d. Livon's new survey map of Doisots:Are. EaCon, 1901 in !Cdln. p
BACON, G 'N. Bacon's county map of Dorset. U WI$ocon, 192-. Scale 1 inch:2.6 miles. R
7 Folded map/.
BACOSI, G W. Dorsotshire. Scale, 3h inch: 10 miles. 3:con 1910/20 coloured Map
No. 650.
BACON'S new surycy map of Dorsetshire showing rafiways. roads and.distances,
local government divisions and parishes, also gelf I aim. Manchester: Bacon,
1901. Scale ; inch to 1 mile. / folded map/. (Map No. 621).
BADESLADE, T. A map of Dorsetshire, west from London. London: W 11 Toms, 1741.
/ From Chorographia Britanniae . . . dated 1742/.
BAKER, Benjamin. Geological map. Ordnance map. Ordnance Survey 1855. St
Aldhelm's Head to Christchurch. Seale 1 inch to 5 miles.
BARTHOLOMEW, John and Son Ltd. Dorset; England (Sheet 34) Scale 5 inches: 10 miles. R
Bartholomew, 1937. Map No. 710.
BARTHOLOMEW, John and Son Ltd. Dorset. (Sheet 34). Edinburgh: Bartholomew,
1920 (Bartholomew's reduced Ordnance Survey of England and Wales) Scale 1 inch:
2 miles / folded map/.
BARTHOLOMEW, John and Son Ltd. Half inch contoured map of Great Britain.
Bartholomew, 1964, sheet 4 and 5. Scale inch: 1 mile.
RAYLY, J. A map of Dorsetshi re. Flom actu21 serve:, s and records of the county.
ft
A draught of Portl.md, thc Sh.,:ubles and the ILICC of Portland. London: 1773.
(Prefrked to the 1st edition of Ilutchin's Ilistorc, I ut sold separately).
RLEALT, jOatilles. C.onira: t'S11 vuU:o anglica Dorbotshire.
:•1111“1 u:
1h13. C010111-L'i.
t,l;tp No. 1.}.0.
BUS Dorst'ISHI -C. Ws the clou divisions illeied 0. f
t
Gd c43 dnd Id ,3“) 4 cdO und ;he parishes mid placoc within each are referred to by
numbers . . li4cAlse riehr:-:. hi ,svoll, E. civil division 2.nd ed. 15.33.
ROWEN,
1ceai'.:te norActsl"rc, divided i"t" its h""dreUs.llinton and Tun,o.,, Sc..le 3 ').::"Crth inehcs: 10 miles. Coloured. Historic:4
notes arou:id ,r17Ic (0(:.,haft2shury. Slap No. 25c11.
RUWLES, C. Rowle..: ut 1..t.'.:1U1-.; Shire, die.,:cd ,nto 1:s hundreds:
exhibiting the ro,nis,  trri1:3 ellIdgcs . . FOWLS, 17.'",5. Scale I 7 Sths
inches: 12 ic‘hle.<. Aou:cj. No.
I3RIDFL:RT West,: it,ihcac n.(1:. Scale I: 25512 ft
(7 maps bound in co' en.
a:EROW, E 4n.4 •-• : L of Ptuttind. ,Uirrucs, 2nd und
ft
4th edition mile. 1 Foldcd
( .tALL1N, jd. Cc lc:h., o :Le icl2 l'brhoLio :n, H(h?. :-,22:e 4 ::-Ichcs:
CA;:.:L:RN. 4 P. cc.:sii,c2 t,tc 14.,( unties. h. dcnt et ft
It
CAR1, J. C2rcH uch :4 T . H,:. ‘.Y . . ....:iHlnmtil94odition i2
Hot ei.'J HI) l7 C, H,c,1"14..uic :c.c.—(-ns cover F..ist DorHet only).
J. DorshtchIFL. L k,11•4.rit: C0:7, 1-,7. :nchcs: 4-4 mtle::. :Thlo2rcd.
I. Dors:_cL4.,c.; Lock,on: Cum, , Lc:3. bLue Ir. inches:
;,; miles . (•,v,1 J.:.141.511 :St rd. /
	
. inLinrs: 13.
10 ;niles. Colo,thci. ,1;:i) lb.2`45.
CARY. J. Dursetsh,ro. C inches: ](r
Cinourcd. NThp
CARY, J• Durcishire. Lomion: Car, 1.d. Se,,le 11 inotes: m,les In. CIHswick's
ft
Walk round Durchc-szer7. !,!:,T, No. 310.
- same mnp. Cary. :1‘.-;). incites: 10 IhrICS. ft
coloured mop No.
CARY I. Dorsetshire. Loudon: Car.-, 1522. Seile crjles. :‘;.-,p Nu. 22:0. ft
CARY, J. Map of D:ur2Ltshire from ;he hest authorities. London: Cary, 1789. Seale
in: 10 miles coloured 512p No. 290.
CLAPP, Samuel. Nun uf Wevircuitli ,and Melcombe Regis, c:u;raced for Kay's Weymouth
ft
Guide. Weymouth: Kay / pre i900/. —
CLARK, Geoffrey. Dorset I landscape nlap/ by Geoffrey Clark and W Thompson. From R
'Dorset Landscape'. Black, 1235. Scale 2 in: 5 miles. Coloured Map No. 700.
COLLINS, Henry George. Dorset. Collins, 1852. Scale 2tin: 10 miles /—From the ft
British Gay.etteer, he Benj:;min Clarke, Chubb DXXIV/ (Some railwzrys shown)
Map No. 530.
COOPER, Dorsetshire in which ever.: parish and place is laid down containing upwards of
40 houses. Phillips, 1808. Se2.1e 1 inch: 10 miles,
CRUGHLEY, Cruchley's county map of Dorset, showing all ;he railwziys. London: It
Call and Inglis n.d. CE).
It
ft
CRUCHLEY, G F. Cruchley's railway and station map . Dorsctshire. London:
Dorsetshire. 1850. Scale 1 inch: 2 miles
CRUCHLEY, G F. Cruchley's reduced ordnance survey map of England and Wales. Scale
1 inch to 2 miles. Folded map. Dorset map and Exeter Bridport map.
CRUCHLEY, G F. Road and railway map of the county of Dorset, showing all the railways
and names 01 SL:!ilons, :11:40the turnpike roadn, gondensan's SeaLS etC,
improved from the Ordnance Survey. London: Gall and laglis, 1890. Scale 3;
in: 10 miles. Coloured (Based on Carl= maps. Map No. 10). Map No. 5SO.
DICEY, C sec SPEED, J.
DIX, T. A new map of tlic county of Dorset, divided into hundreds. London: Dix,
1820. Map No. :344.
DORSET COUNTY COUNCIL. County of Dorset: mop of el, ssified county roads;
reproduced `rum :he Ordnance Survey map by Cook, liammond and Fell Ltd . .
1967. Scale 1 inch: 1 mile.Map No. k04.
DORSETS11IRE, with the Shy re -towne, Dorchester dose. ribed and also the arms of such
noble families as have lx:cn honoured with the titles b creof since the Normans
conquest to this 10.est at :i1111016111. /-P,cplre,i on anti 1.1eclparchment/. M,:p No.
114.
DORSETSHIRE 1500.
DORSETSHIHE c 520. :Cap. Scale 1 inch to :0 345.
191,1 Map 1.10. r.3,11. Sezie not  ;j,,en.
DUGDALE, Thomas. I ,,ot.Thire; enyravoci fur Ruudalc's .::Ingland and Wales'
delineuteT Sedie inch: :n soles. Slup Ne. P.
Sec also ['FAH S
DUGDALE, Thomo8.
Scale in: 10 loilcs.
DUCDALE, Thomar. ',""or:u,tshire, e:;grauee for DLiglDIC'S Id:eland and Wules delineated
hy J Archer. 184s. Scale I; in: 11 nHo.,. Coloured. ihreson-iVeyi.I000l ru:lway
shown as if co:Ppk(ed. ',dap :Co. ;III
DUNCAN, J. New map ot thy county of lu-ro_:,:hre: -divided in to Uundreds, containing
the district divio:cil ofter hrr,,nuemenis affecied k: the Reform Dill.
Duncan, 1833. stale, iS riles. Coloured. ',Jay: No. 400.
DUNSTER, Map of Lyn.o Re.cis aid st,trulifuill;g country. Lyme Regis: Dunster
(reproduced from :he crdnance Survey T.;.,) :t. 1. ;L:L.::, ir.ch: I mje
mnp,f.
ELLIS. DorseHhire n.d. (usdqed ELLS u New :ind
Correct Atlas of Enghind and '‘'Ualez, 1519).
EMSLIE, j and Official r4ilsvy orip of thu West cd England. The if uil;vay Clearing
I louse, 19A. Scale hoi piven map/.
-
- Railway Clearing ouse, 1921i. Scale not given /H Frdded map/.
FRANCHISE PUBLICATIONS. Road inap of Dorset with new boundary from April 1974. P.
Bournemouth: Franchise Publications, 1973.
FULLARTON,Archibald and Co. Dorsetshire; engraved by Gray and Son. Follarton,
1843. Scale 1 7/8ths in: 12 miles. Map No. 475.
GARDNER, Thomas. The road from Bristol to Weymouth; inscribed to William Pcirs,
1719. (Map reduced from John Ogilby's map of 1673. Se-Ale nut given. Coloured.
Map No. 220).
GARDNER, Thomas. The road from Oxford to Salisbury . . . continued to Poole.
Gardner, 1719. Scale not given. Coloured. Map No. 222.
GEOGRAPHIA Ltd. The authentic route map and guide . . . for Chard, Axminster,
Beaminster, Bridport. Geographia Ltd, 1922.
GREENWOOD, C. Map of thc county of Dorset from an actual survey in the years 1825
and 1826, by C and J Greenwood• London: Greenwood, 1826. Scale 3; in: 10 miles.
Map No. 370 and oversize.
HALL, Sidney. Dorsetshiro. Leigh, 1825. Scale 1 in: 15 miles.
HARDING, J W. Map of the district of Weymouth including Dorchester. Nottingham:
Harding and Co, 1900. Scale ); in: 1 mile.
HEYWOOD, John. Dorsetshire. Manchester: Heywood, 1846? Scale 15/16ths inch:
10 macs. Map No. 491.
HUGHES, W. Map of the meets of Mr Farquharson's hounds, n.d. coloured.
HYDROGRAPHIC DEPARTMENT. Approaches to Pordand - Tidal stream atlas. 3rd ed.
Taunton: Ibidrographic Dept, 1973.
INSTITUTE OF HERALDIC AND GENEALOGICAL STUDIES / Parish map of/, Dorset;
with date of commencement of registers. Canterlury: the Institute, 1-964.
Scale 2 7/5ths in:10 miles. Coloured. Map No. (210.
JOHNSTON, W. Panorama map of Central South Coast hr W and A K Johnston and G W
Bacon, 1966. Not io scale.Coloured/ Folded map/. Map No. 940.
JORDAN, K C. The county of Dorset . . . whereabouts of various licensed premises.
1964.
KEER, Peter. Dorsetshire; Petens Kaerius caehivit c 1O20 Scale I in: 10 miles. Map
No. 115.
KELLY'S DIRECTORIES Ltd. Kelly's map uf Dorsetshire. Kelly's Directories Ltd,
1935. Scale 2 3/16ths in: S miles. coloured.
- Kelly's Directories Ltd, 1939. Scale 2 3/16ths in: 8 miles. Coloured. R
Map No. 720.
KIP, W. Dorcestriae, conitatis vidgo l7ursc ti aN olim Duretriges :edri-unt
/ From Camden's Pritumia/.18 i 0.
S-cale 3 3/1aths in: IC miles. Cu:roared. Mop No 113
KITCHEN, T. An dccUt:ite uf Darsetshire . . . KUchco and H Boswell [from 11
Historical Description< 	 Engl.:ad:Eu.1 Walci/. I iegg, Scale 2-rm:
16 miles. Coloured mup 2E8.
KITCHEN, T. A new map of Dorsetshire drawn from the 'Kist authorities hy Thomas
Kitchen, geographer, engniver to iiEH The Duke of York, 1764. Scale 1 9/10ths
in: 14 miles. Map No. 241.
KITCHEN, T. A map uf Dorsetshite Liy Thomas Kitchen and] Thomas Jeffreys.
Kitchen and Jeffre3s, 174u. from the Small English Atlas, 1749/. Scale 15/16ths
in: 12 miles, cOlollred. 0.,etillis of f3IrS, malkets memlicurs reiurned to
Parliament given Lc:mouth map). Map No. 240.
LAND UTILISATION 81:1)01lT ED Hi:LA:N. e Sjoct 56) 12.64.
Map No. 2:2.
- RingEvood (slact 13.) 1943 rasp No. 236.
- Weymouth and Derchester (1;1:cut 140) 1943 Map No. 735.
- Yeovil and Blundford (Sheet 120) 194- Map No. 725.
LAURIE, R H.Contimuit len of the road to 1.ands End as far as Exeter by it 11 Laurie and R
J Whittle. 1530. Scale not given. Map No. 380.
LONGMANS (DORCIIESTER) LTD. Map of Thomas Hardy's Wessex. Dorchester:
Longmans, 1964. Scale not given. (A map showing the place names used by
Hardy in his books).
LYME REGIS PRINTING CO. Map of the Lyme Regis neighbourhood; compiled for the
use of visitors: showing particularly the lanes and field paths of the district.
Lyme Regis: Lyme Rcgis Printing Co, 1909, 193-.
MOLL, H. Dorsetshire hy LI Moll. London: Bowles and Rimington, 1724. Scale l in:
miles. Map No. 231. _
MORDEN, Robert. Dorsetshire / from Camdens Britannia-7 1695 Scale 3; in: 10 miles.
Coloured. Map No. 180. _
MORDEN, Robert. Dorsetshire / from 'the New Description of England'2 1700.
Scale 11 in: 10 miles coloured. Map No. 190.
MOULE, Thomas. Dorsetshire / from the English Counties Delineated7 1537. Scale
11 in: 10 miles. Map No. 430.
- 1846 Scale 1; in: 10 miles. Map No. 490.
OGILDY, John. The road from Bristol to Weymouth 1675. From the first survey of the
roads of England. Scale not given. Coloured. Map No. 150.
- The road from London w Weymouth, 1675. Map No. 152.
- The road from Salisbury, continued to Poole in Dorset, 1675. Map No. 154.
- The roads from Exeter to Dorchester and from Plymouth to Dartmouth, 1675.
Map No. 136.
ORDNANCE SURVEY. Contoured ro:,d map (4. Weymouth dnd Dorchester. Southampton:
Ordnance Survey, I910. Scdle I inch: 1 mile Sheet No. 140. / Folded Map/.
ORDNANCE SURVEY. Didgrdin of Durset, showing the administrative county, municipal
boroughs, urbin and rural districts, civil parishes and catchment area boundaries.
(Revised to 1.7-41>). Clii ssmi;ton: 19-16. Scale 4 in: S in des. Map origin published
1933. Map No. 730.
ORDNANCE SURVEY. 1Thigram cif Do:set, showing the administrative county, municipal
boroughs, urbdn and rural diaincts, civil parishes :and catclunent area boundaries.
Revised editiun. ChL ssington: Ordnance Survey, 1949. Sc:ile 4 in: 1 mile.
ORDNANCE SURVEY. Dorset: showing the bi.ifinclaries of die administrative
munic;pJ 1-,orowghs, tirbd.n districts, runt] districts and civil parishes
revised to I- 1.7 2, :lad the Parliament:in; constituenc.es.
Southampton: Ort!nancc Survey, :907. Sc:ile NO, 930
ORDNANCE SURVEY. Swi:11 Jill-.2rt II) 3rd edition. Southampton: Ordnance
Survey, 1919 rcpniii) Scale in: 1 mile. Fi.-,IcIfJd m.J;1.
- 1939. 4th
ORDNANCE SURVEY. = 1
IV 1.:NW ;;E, SiV partially revised 1912. 	 It
VI 13 partizAly nr:kc,i 1912.
Vii 9:CW partially revHcd :9!2.
X111 33IV revised,
sc,1 1') 2.XXIV
XXIX 1.
XXXIV SNE, SE p“rtiully rcvh-trd 1911.
XXXVI I2sE :TeeH:1y
XXXVII
enl.rried 1,01 2.
1(2,1?.
sH.:c cilh,rt.;cd 1912. it
ICSW sreciaIly i•n1;:red
XL !E:\:`,11, SW 'curt:2211y rcvi.red
5:NW, SW p.7rtii,ly revised n.d.
LIII I 15W specially revised 1912. ItNNWspecially nrvised 1912.
LVII 95E, SW partially revised 1912.
LVIII I5NE partially revised 1912.
ORDNANCE SURVEY of England and Wales. Geological Survey of Great Britain. Geological R
map. Sheet No. XVI pui.91shed Apt 1 0, 1811. Geological information on this
 nap published 1855. Scale I inch: 1 m de.
ORDNANCE SURVEY. Geological survey of England and Wales. Bournemouth drift.
(Sheet No. 329). Chessington: Ordnance Survey. 1997. Scale 4 in: 4 miles. Map
No. 765.
- I3ridport drift (sheet 327) 1962 Map No. 900. Pc
- Bridpon solid (sheet 327) 1962 Map No. 905
- Dorchester drift (Sheet 328) 1958 Map No. 850.
- Isle of Purbeck 1855 Scale 1:63, 360.
- Ring-wood drift (sheet 314) 1902 (1960 reprint) Map No. 620.
- Shaftesbury drift (sheet .313) 1923 (1960 reprint) Map No. 620.
- Sidmoutti drift (sheet 326 and 340). 1946. Map No. 755.
- Swanage, solid and drift (sheet 343) 1954. Map No. 825.
- West Fleet drift (sheet 341) 1905 Map No. 6-1)
- Weymouth drift (sheet 342) 1949 Map No. 785.
- Yeovil solid and drift (sheet 312) 195S Mal) No. 855.
ORDNANCE Si.11iltY. Ministry of Transport road map. Weymouth, Yeovil and Taunton.
Southampton: Ordnance survey, 1923. Scale inch to 1 mile.
ORDNANCE SURVEY 1 inch: I mile maps. 1st edition Ordnance Survey, 1811.
Sheet 16 1811 SE Dorset map No. 331
Sheet 17 1811 SW Dorset
Sheet 15 1811 NE Dorset
Sheet IS 1811 NW IThrset
- Reprint of sheets mounted as one. Circa 1860 with railways added
- David and Charles facsimile of ISad edition published 1969.
ORDNANCE SURVEY. 1 inch to 1 mile map 1596. Sheet 243. Swatiage and adjacent
area. Foldet1 map No. 391.
ORDNANCE SURVEY 1 inch: 1 mile apr.2ad Ordnance Survey, 1585.
Sheet 312 N ,;( S27 18)(4 /35
Sheet 313 of 323 (S.:),.ss
Sheet 314 N of 7.20 1c,.65, S5
Sheet 327 N :11 1F63,s7
Sheet 328 Nof 331: 110,5 36
Sheict 3:142
S.1icet 3-13 Pur!--:,1:
ORDNANCE SLRV1O3. -.it: dra edit tol . Sheets h1211, 329, 342, .343.
Ordnance Survi3y,
ORDNA.NCE SURVEY. ! iro1c (popular) (sad ion Sheet 131. Ordnance
Survey, ;9:3.
ORDNANCE 3117C1.111. 1 meh 10 J yale.'i 19o). Shcet 141 Bournemouth
and Swanage. HeHed p No. 6t,2.
ORDNANCE SURVEY. ULM to I m e. 4th edition 1019. Sheet 14:1 Weymouth and
111)cets 1:9, 13)0,
131, 139, .. 141.
CORDNANCE SUR311.3. elf nton 1nance 3ur
146.
- Bournemouth (s1u-co1 179) 1543. 1,1,u; N..). 77r).
- Dorchester (sheet 178 dissected) i 543. Pt:ad :Co. 7-15
- Dorchester (sheet 175 dissected) 1916. Map No. 752.
- Frome (sheet 166 dissected) 1946. Map No. 754.
- Taunton and L. me Regis (sheet 17" dissected) 1945 Map No. 740.
- Taunton and Lyme Regis (sheet 177 dissected) 1946. Map No. 758.
ORDNANCE SURVEY. 1 inch: 1 mile maps. 7th edition. Ordnance Survey, 1956/57.
166, 167, 1.7, i75, 179. Southamp;on.
ORDNANCE SURVEY. i inch: 1 nile maps. Tourist map of the New Forest. Chessington: R
Ordnance Survey, 1966. Coloured.
ORDNANCE SURVEY. 1 inch to 1 mile map. 3rd ed. 1906. Farts of sheets 325, 329,
342, 343. Wareham and surrounding country. Folded map. Map No. 642.
ORDNANCE SURVEY. Poole Harbour. Southampton: (sheet No. 52 05) Ordnance Survey,
1968. Scale 2.)2in: 1 mile. / Folded map/.
ORDNANCE SURVEY. inch: 1 mile of Great Britain with National Grid. 4th ed. Sheet 11. R
England South. Ordnance Su ney, 1939.
ORDNANCE SURVEY. Road map of Weymouth, Yeovil and Taunton. (Sheet 37).
Southampton: Ordnance Survey, 1932. Scale (12:1 mile. (Reduced from 1 inch map
1903 revised 1913). Coloured. Map No. 690.
ORDNANCE SURVEY. 6 inch: 1 mile 1st ethtion. Without contours. Ordnance Survey 1886. R
Sheet I SW SE Sheet IV NW
" VI NE VIII NW SW NE SE
" IX NW SW NE SE XI SW
" XII NW " XIV SW NE SE
" XV NW SW NE SE •' XVI SE
XVII NW SW ' XX SW
XVIII NW SW NE ' XXIV NW SW SE
XXV NW XXVI NW SW NE SE
XXVII NE SE XXVIII NW SW NE SE
XXIX NW SW NE SE XXX SW
XXXI NW SW XXXII NW SW NE
XXXIII NW XXXIV NW SE
XXXV NW NE SE XXXVI NW SE
XXXIX NW' SW NE SE XLV NW
XLVII NW LIII NW SW NE SE
LIV NW NE SE LV NW SW NE SE
LVI NW SW NE SE LVII NW SW
LVIII NW NE SE LIX NW NE
LX NW NE
Also LII and LVIII,1868 printed from electrotype ISSI. R
ORDNANCE SURVEY 6 inch: 1Jude. 2uLl edition.Ordr,ance Suvey 1902/3. R
Sheet 1 SE Sheet3NE


NW SW SE 5NW SW NE SE


NW SW NE SE 7SW NE SE


NW SW NE SE 10NWSE


- 11NW SW NE SE 12NW SW NE SE


"13 NE 14SW


"15SW


16NW SW NE SE


" 17NW SW


"1SSE


"19SW NE SE ••20NW SW NE SE


" 23NW SW NE SE "24NW SWSE


- 25NW SW NE SE "26NW SW NE Sr


"27 NE SE 25NW SW NE SE


" 29NW SW NE SE 31NW SW


- 32NW


33NW SW NE


" 34NW SW NE SE 35NW 5W NE SE


"35 NE SE 37NW SW NE SE


" 38NW NE SE 39NWSE


" 40NW SW NE SE 41NW SW NE SE


" 42NW SW NESE 43NW SW NE SE


" 94NW SW SE 45NWNE SE


"46 NE '47NW SW NE SE


" 48NW SW NESE "49NW SW NE SE


" 50NW SW NESE '•51SW


" 52 NE SE "54NT SE


" 55NV SW NE SE


ORDNANCE SURVEY 6 in: 1 mile 1925 edition. Ordnance Survey 1925. Ft
Sheet 	 XL1II NW SW NE SE
XLIV NW SW NE SE
L NW SW NE SE
LI NW and NE (Joint) SW
- mounted as one
Sheet L NW SW NE SE F(
LI NW SW NE
LVI NW NE
LVII NW
ORDNANCE SURVEY 6 in: 1 mile. 1929 edition. Ordnance Survey, 1925.
	
Sheets XXXIV NW SW NE SE Sheets X7XV NW SW NE SE
XLVII SE LVII NW SW
LVI NW SW NE SE
ORDNANCE SURVEY 6 in: I rntle. 1930 edition. Ordnance Survey, 1930.
Sheets IV SW Sheets XIX NE SE
XX NW SW NE SE XXXVII NW NE
XXXV1II NW SE XL NW
XLVII NW NE XLIX NW SW NE SE
LIII NW LVIII NW SE
LIX NW SW
ORDNANCE SURVEY. 6 In: 1 mile. 1931 edition. OnInane(' Survey, 19:11. It
Sheets XVIII SE Sheets XIX sw
XXXVII SW SE XXXVIV SW NE
XLIV SW
ORDNANCE SURVEY. 6 in: 1 mile. 1934 edition. Ordnance Survey, 1934
Sheets XXX1V SE XXXV SlY
ORDNANCE SURVEY. 6 in: 1 uSe. Provisional edition. Ordnance Survey, 1947.
Sheets XVI SE Sheets XX NW
XXI NE SE XXXIV NE SE
XXXV NW SW NE SE XXXVI NE SE
XXXVIII NW XLI1I NE SE
XLIV NW NE SE L NW
LI NV NE LVII
LVI
LX NW
- Nntional Grid s crimp
Sheet Llil hE
ORDNANCE SURVEY. ñ in: 1 nile. Prov ional edition Ordnam e Survey, 1062/63.
Sheets ST 70
SX 99 SE
SY 65 NE
SY 78 SW SE
SY 97 NE.
SZ 07 NW
ORDNANCE SURVEY. 6 inch: I n:d 0. I9c c citE n. Ordnance Survcy, 1909 to ,rs]te.
ST 80 SW NE
ORDNANCE SURVEY 25 in: I mtle. 2nd edition. Ordnance Survey, 1902.
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APPENDIX 3. A list of proposed analyses in the Stage 2 report.
Data will be tabulated and/or analysed in order to document and/or investigate the
following general topics:-
BIOLOGICAL

Sites in the four stud catchments.
Species diversity and functional structure at headwater sites.
Contribution of headwater streams to overall faunal diversity in the study
catchments.
Biologically derived stream quality and community type, through use of the RIVPACS
model. (This will necessarily be an iterative process since RIVPACS itself will, in
due course need to be modified to be more effective at dealing with headwaters).
Headwater sites in eneral includin Countr side Surve data
Classification of good quality headwater sites in the IFE data-base (n = ca.400) to
produce a headwater site typology. Headwaters to be defined as sites within 2.5km of
the OS 1:50,000 blue line source.
Identification of characteristic headwater taxa. A re-working of the Stage 1
analysis with a larger data-base).
Rare and conservationally important taxa at headwater sites. (A re-working of the
Stage 1 analysis with a larger data-base).
Distribution of headwater quality bands and RIVPACS community types, with particular
reference to the ITE land classification system.
ENVIRONMENTAL AND LAND COVER USE DATA
Sites in the four stud catchments.
Environmental characteristics of headwater types.
Land use characteristics of the study catchments:
From field survey (upper catchment sites)
From ITE interpreted satellite imagery (upper, lower and whole catchment)
From the 1990 Countryside Survey national land cover statistics (upper
catchment).
River Corridor characteristics and identified perturbation influences in perceived
good quality headwater sites.
INTEGRATION OF BIOLOGICAL ENVIRONMENTAL AND LAND-USE DATA
General

Multi-variate techniques of ordination, classification, discriminant analysis and
multi-dimensional scaling will be used, where appropriate, to examine the catchment
characteristics which best explain the structure and distribution of invertebrate
assemblages in both stressed and unstressed sites. The software packages CANOCO,
PAIN and FLEXCLUS will be used where appropriate.
Sites in the four stud catchments.
Headwater taxon distribution.and community structure in relation to:-
physico-chemical characteristics.
corridor characteristics.
identified sources of potential perturbations.
land-use, to include separate consideration of data from:-
IFE field survey.
From ITE interpreted satellite imagery.
From the 1990 Countryside Survey national land cover statistics.
Headwater sites in eneral includin Countr side Surve data
Water quality distribution in relation to ITE's derived national land cover
statistics.
